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This handbook updates jewellery professionals and serious diamond buyers on the new

developments in diamond grading, treatments, synthetic diamonds, fancy-colour diamonds and lab

certificates. Using close-up photographs, it shows how to make visual judgements about clarity,

transparency, cut quality and brilliance. The handbook also discusses how gem labs are

incorporating brightness, size, scintillation and pattern into their cut grades, and it provides tips on

detecting treatments and man-made diamonds. Topics include: quality evaluation; diamond

recutting; branded diamonds; antique cuts and jewellery; diamond treatments; fancy-colour

diamonds; synthetic diamonds; light performance; fluorescence; and, lab reports.
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I love this book. I was interested in learning about diamonds, and found that this book was a great

beginners guide. It is extremely well written, and very easy to read. It breaks down a complicated

subject, into understandable sections. The author utilized a lot of charts that are great for furthering

understanding, and included high quality pictures of diamonds so you could see what was being

discussed in the book. I particularly like the way the author explained how to evaluate diamonds.

She explained that the 4 C's (color, clarity, cut, and carat weight) are no longer sufficient for

determining price. There are actually three more important factors, as well (which won't list here).I

also realized that the author has a great website, where she posts great information for free. She

even posted quizzes so you can test your knowledge on diamonds, and other rare gems. I haven't



bought any diamonds...yet (I'm only 22, and still in school), but when I do I will certainly revisit the

Diamond Handbook.I have posted some pages from the book that I selected randomly to show the

pictures of diamonds and the type of charts that are in the book. (Sorry if the pictures of the book

are low quality, the actual pictures in the book are high quality).

Just as informative on diamonds. This book really gets into the nitty gritty of the diamond industry. I

found it very good. It goes into a lot of antique diamonds, and the era that they came about, and

were popular. I really enjoyed it.

Good book really helpful and easy to read. Would recomend for people who just started to work in

the jewelry industry and want to know a little more about diamonds.

Great book, lots of valuable information. It even discusses the 4C's grading system from GIA and its

validity nowadays.

excellent book as are most of Renee Newmankeeper for reference in the future, easy to understand

and reinforces allrelevant analysis of diamonds

Excellent introduction to the more-complex-then-you-realized world of diamonds.

The book is easy to learn and understand, The best book, increasing my knowledge about diamond

Great
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